FEET FIRST

Feet First is a fun and easy way to introduce even the littlest artist into the exciting world of art.

The artwork can be simply based around the artist’s level of ability.

The use of BRIGHT BOLD COLORS and the artist’s name on each piece of art will ensure a finished masterpiece that will be treasured for years.

Please refer to the following pages for a sampling of FEET FIRST based artwork. Remember that the artwork is only limited by your imagination.
1) Choose your background, we used purple construction paper.

2) Cover the bottom of the artist’s foot with a bright bold color (be careful - this tickles!). Make sure that your “footprint” color is a contrasting color with your background. Have the artist step down with all their weight in the middle of your background paper.

3) Decide on a border. We used a bright yellow construction paper to match our footprint color. Glue firmly to the background paper. Sign your masterpiece at least ½” away from the paper edge in black marker or another contrasting color.

Remember a moment in time
Feet First Fairy

1) Choose your background, we used sky blue paint on heavy white paper. Let dry.

2) Cover artist’s feet with two different colors (it tickles!). Help your artist to stand on the middle of the paper with their feet close together - this is easier with a chair available to sit on while the paint is applied and cleaned off. Let dry completely.

3) Add construction paper cut-outs for the sun and the butterfly body. Firmly, glue into place. Add features for your butterfly - eyes, smile and antenna with a marker.

4) Fingerpaint in grass and flowers. Sign your masterpiece at least ½” away from the paper edge with a black marker or other contrasting color.

Please consult our Detailed Art Instructions for complete details and recommendations on artwork creation.